Temperature scaling studies suggest that hourly rainfall magnitudes might increase beyond thermodynamic expectations with global warming [1] [2] [3] ; that is, above the Clausius-Clapeyron (CC) rate of ~6.5% °C −1 . However, there is limited evidence of such increases in long-term observations. Here, we calculate continental-average changes in the magnitude and frequency of extreme hourly and daily rainfall observations from Australia over the years 1990-2013 and 1966-1989. Observed changes are compared with the uncertainty from natural variability and expected changes from CC scaling as a result of global mean surface temperature change. We show that increases in daily rainfall extremes are consistent with CC scaling, but are within the range of natural variability. In contrast, changes in the magnitude of hourly rainfall extremes are close to or exceed double the expected CC scaling, and are above the range of natural variability, exceeding CC × 3 in the tropical region (north of 23° S). These continental-scale changes in extreme rainfall are not explained by changes in the El Niño-Southern Oscillation or changes in the seasonality of extremes. Our results indicate that CC scaling on temperature provides a severe underestimate of observed changes in hourly rainfall extremes in Australia, with implications for assessing the impacts of extreme rainfall.
. Basic physical arguments suggest that, in the absence of changes in large-scale circulation (and associated moisture advection), the intensification will follow the water-holding capacity of air, dictated by the laws of thermodynamics at a rate of ~6.5% °C −1 -termed the Clausius-Clapeyron (CC) rate 4 . However, at regional scales, dynamical responses to climate change can cause deviation from the thermodynamic response 5 . Global and regional trenddetection studies based on observations have reported increases in daily rainfall extremes 6 , consistent with CC scaling with global mean temperature 7 , despite the difficulties of detection and attribution to a warming climate 8 . However, evaluating the effects of warming on rainfall extremes is difficult in observed datasets due to limitations such as data inhomogeneities and missing data, lowdensity networks and inherent natural variability 9, 10 . Since most hourly rainfall records are even shorter than their daily counterparts, establishing relationships between warming and increases in sub-daily magnitudes is particularly challenging [10] [11] [12] . Yet, this is necessary for future planning since sub-daily rainfall observations are used extensively in engineering practice and infrastructure design; while daily extremes can induce river flooding (depending on antecedent conditions), hourly (and multi-hourly) extremes are often associated with urban flooding, flooding in small, steep catchments, and landslides 13 . Attention has therefore focused on analysing and extrapolating observed extreme rainfall-temperature scaling relationships in the hope of obtaining more robust projections of extreme rainfall that exploit higher confidence in temperature projections 14 and expected changes in the moisture budget. While increasing trends in subdaily rainfall extremes have been observed for some regions 9, 10, 15 , observational extreme rainfall-temperature scaling studies on hourly timescales have reported on various rates of change, from negative in the tropics and sub-tropics 16 to super-CC (more than CC) scaling rates 2, 3 in mid-latitudes. The few climate model experiments at convection-permitting scales indicate a future intensification of hourly extreme rainfall in the mid-latitudes, with a CC or slightly-above-CC response 17, 18 . Given the lack of agreement between observed rainfall scaling rates based on day-to-day temperature variations and observed trends in rainfall extremes, it is clear that future predictions cannot be straightforwardly explained or derived from scaling relationships. There are several caveats to this method. Temperature does not vary in proportion to specific humidity in many parts of the world 14 , which may cause observed rainfall scaling rates to show an inflection point above which they become negative-although using dew-point temperature to account for absolute humidity removes the inflection 2 . Changes in large-scale circulation patterns 5 (due to climate change, anthropogenic aerosol forcing or other reasons) and local moisture availability through moisture convergence and upward motions 13, 19 can have a significant impact on extreme rainfall 16, 19 and are not directly accounted for in scaling analyses. For example, strong cyclonic activity can cause lower temperatures as well as high rainfall amounts 20 , and high-pressure systems generally cause relatively dry weather with high temperatures 21 while local-scale dynamics can enhance scaling 3, 11 . Changes in cloud size and the degree of mesoscale organization 22 collectively affect extreme rainfall intensities and are not explicitly considered in the scaling approach. Using local temperature for scaling does not account for the possibility of remote moisture sources related to large-scale circulation 12 or sea surface temperatures. To overcome this, some studies have used global or continental temperatures for scaling 7, 10 , as a robust proxy of the moisture budget. If we assume that extreme rainfall scales at the CC rate and consider a global mean surface temperature (GMST) increase of 0.85 °C for 1880-2012 23 , methods of detection need to be sensitive to magnitude changes in the order of around 6% since pre-industrial times. Therefore, in both modelling and observational studies, Letters Nature Climate ChaNge spatial aggregation has often been used to identify a clearer signal in extreme rainfall from internal/natural variability (natural cycles and stochastic/random noise) 7, 24 , with the detection of trends in extreme rainfall only possible at global or continental scales 8 . Most hourly scaling studies have also used pooling of gauges to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio 16, 25 but, to date, over relatively small regions. Considering the poor signal-to-noise ratio in point-based rainfall extreme time series, we therefore use the approach suggested by Fischer and Knutti 24 , which examines changes in the whole tail of the rainfall distribution rather than for individual quantiles, while using spatial aggregation at continental scales to identify a clearer signal in extreme rainfall from internal variability. Using this method, they were able to establish that frequency changes in daily extreme rainfall for observations and models followed theoretical CC scaling over the United States and Europe in recent decades. Here, we extend their work to explore changes in hourly and daily extreme rainfall over the Australian continent during 1966-1989 and 1990-2013 , and examine the extent to which these are detectable from background internal variability. This study provides the first results of changes to hourly rainfall extremes aggregated at the continental scale.
The Australian rainfall dataset has been extensively used in both trend analysis and temperature scaling studies. Westra and Sisson 9 found increasing trends in hourly annual maxima from 1965-2005 of 4.6% on average, but no statistically significant trends for daily data, with trends of different durations related to the seasonality of annual maxima 26 . Temperature scaling studies reveal negative scaling rates on local surface air temperature in tropical north Australia and positive (sometimes super-CC) rates in southern regions 16, 20 . If dew-point temperature is instead used as the scaling variable, the scaling changes to become slightly above CC (9% °C −1 ) in Darwin (tropical north Australia) 27 .
Here, we assess changes in the magnitude and frequency of extreme daily and hourly rainfall during 1966-1989 and 1990-2013 . We ranked daily and hourly magnitudes at each gauge, which we call the 'K-largest' values (that is, K1 is the largest ranked value and K10 is the tenth largest ranked value). To assess changes in magnitude, we binned all values (with 20 ranked values per bin) and calculated the continental mean changes in the mean of each bin. Then, we calculated expected changes based on CC scaling using the change in GMST (0.48 °C). Using regional temperatures or a different temperature dataset leads to smaller temperature changes and therefore higher dependencies of rainfall intensity, which strengthens our conclusions (see Supplementary Information Section 5). The Methods provide details on the dataset, the relationships between K-largest, all-day quantiles and absolute rainfall values, and the methods for calculating magnitude changes. Changes in frequency, which show similar results to changes in magnitude, are shown in Supplementary Information Section 6.
We find that the magnitude of extreme daily rainfall is increasing in line with CC scaling, with the most extreme rainfall showing larger changes (Fig. 1a) . This is in line with the results of Fischer and Knutti 24 for daily rainfall observations over the United States and Europe. Nevertheless, as internal variability is high, even when aggregated to the continental scale, these changes are still within the range of the changes expected due to internal variability (grey shaded area in Fig. 1a) .
More striking is the large increase in the magnitude of hourly rainfall extremes at the continental scale. Here, all changes are outside the range expected from internal variability and the increases are much higher than expected from CC scaling (Fig. 1b) , with more extreme values showing the largest changes. The lower magnitudes (K140-K100) show double the expected rate of increase from C scaling (CC × 2), while the highest magnitudes (K40-K20) reach three times the expected rate of change (CC × 3).
We note that using a smaller number of gauges to estimate the spatial mean can result in substantially different (even negative) spatial mean changes (Supplementary Information Section 3) . The wide range of changes at the gauge level (Fig. 2) reflects the inherent large natural variability from short-gauge (point) time series for extreme rainfall (which is superimposed on a forced response pattern).
To assess whether there is a different pattern of behaviour between the tropical north (affected by tropical cyclones) and the mid-latitude climate of the south of Australia, we subdivided the gauges north or south of 23° S (Fig. 3) . We find that the behaviour . The shaded grey area shows the changes expected due to internal variability using a 99% confidence interval (calculated using a bootstrapping technique on the observed dataset; that is, time series were randomly reshuffled, with replacement and retaining spatial correlation, then divided into two sub-periods and the changes were calculated: this procedure was repeated 1,000 times). Letters Nature Climate ChaNge for daily events is considerably different, with southern gauges showing changes well below expectations from CC scaling. In contrast, northern gauges are above CC × 3. This explains the wide range of possible spatial changes when using subsets of the daily data shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 . For hourly data, both north and south Australia show similar behaviour: changes are always above CC scaling and increase for the larger magnitudes. Changes are lower in the southern gauges (around CC × 2) and higher in wetter northern gauges (above CC × 3 for all K-bins). El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is known to have an impact on Australian rainfall extremes 9, 28 . Therefore, we next investigated the effect of different phases of ENSO on the occurrence of daily and hourly rainfall extremes using the Niño 3.4 index 29 . Differences in the distributions of each phase were tested using the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test at the 0.05 significance level (see Methods). For daily rainfall, we find a higher probability of occurrence of extreme rainfall magnitudes during La Niña months than other months (Fig. 4) . However, for hourly rainfall, both El Niño and La Niña months show a higher probability of occurrence of extreme magnitudes than months in the neutral phase. These results do not show any spatial pattern ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ). Since the number of months in El Niño and La Niña phases decreased slightly in the second half of the analysis period (Supplementary Table 2 ), if ENSO was having a significant impact we would expect a decrease in the number of hourly extremes. Additionally, during the analysis period (1966-2013), we found no evidence for change points or trends within the Niño 3.4 index series or within its variance (see Supplementary Information Section 8) . Therefore, we argue that continental-scale changes in extreme rainfall presented here are not explained by changes in ENSO. We also tested the impacts of changes in the seasonality of rainfall extremes; this did not affect our results (see Supplementary Information Section 7). We did not consider impacts from aerosols (either direct or remote). Possible uncertainties from aerosols are discussed in Supplementary Information Section 2.
In this study, we assessed changes in extreme hourly and daily rainfall magnitudes in Australia during the 1966-2013 period. We conclude that, at the daily scale, increases in magnitude over the whole of Australia are consistent with CC scaling on the observed increase in GMST over the 1966-2013 period, but within the range of natural variability. However, at the hourly scale, increases are above CC × 2 scaling on GMST, outside the range of internal variability and inconsistent with ENSO-forced variability. Since the spatial pattern of change is complex, aggregating to a continental scale reduced the impact of locally relevant modes of variability and led to a higher signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, for the first time, we were able to detect increases in hourly rainfall magnitudes and frequencies at the continental scale. While a dependency of hourly rainfall of up to CC × 2 based on short-term variability has been found in a limited number of studies, here, we show that this rate of intensification (and higher) can also be detected at the multi-decadal time scale when aggregating the response over a continent. Furthermore, the most extreme events show larger increases, consistent with latent heat release amplifying the most extreme events by the largest amount to reach super-CC scaling 30 . Therefore, we argue that there is a need to look at the whole tail of the distribution when assessing changes in extreme rainfall.
Our results show that, even at continental scales, CC scaling on temperature does not adequately explain observed climatological changes and, therefore, does not provide a reliable basis for projecting future changes to hourly rainfall extremes. Indeed, changes in atmospheric circulation patterns 5 , atmospheric stability, latent heat 30 , moisture convergence and upward motions 13, 19 , cloud size, and the degree of mesoscale organization 22 collectively affect extreme rainfall intensities and are not explicitly considered in the scaling approach. Further research into the different factors that influence extreme rainfall is clearly needed to project future changes with higher confidence. In the meantime, when pressed for projections of local future extreme rainfall, it is important to consider various sources of information besides CC scaling (for example, climate models, observed dew-point temperature scaling and observed trends or changes) at both local and regional scales. We recommend that a wide range of possible futures should be used Letters Nature Climate ChaNge methods Dataset. The dataset used in this study was Australia's pluviograph record (temporal resolution of 5 min) with 1,493 gauges available. The Australian Bureau of Meteorology has quality controlled the data, and data marked as "missing value recorded as zero rainfall" or "value estimated through linear interpolation as the rainfall recorded for that period was an accumulation" were dismissed. This dataset has been extensively used for trend analysis and CC scaling studies 9, 16, 20, 26, 31, 32 . Furthermore, Westra and Sisson 9 performed an in-depth investigation of the possible impacts of changes in the rainfall gauge equipment for the dataset used in this paper using three separate methods: (1) for each gauge, they assessed the impact of fitting a univariate non-stationary generalized extreme value (GEV) model with both trend and step-change covariates with the date of the step change selected based on the recorded date of the gauge change; (2) they fitted a maxstable process to the original series and an adjusted series, where the change points identified in (1) had been removed; and (3) they applied a spatial GEV model to both the whole record and a period before almost all equipment changes and compared the results.
All three separate methods showed that equipment changes had no noticeable impact on the non-stationarity of extreme rainfall.
To assess changes through time, we had to find a compromise between the data length, number of gauges and amount of missing data. We therefore selected gauges with data between 1966 and 2013 with less than 30% missing data in each period of analysis (1966-1989 and 1990-2013) . This resulted in 107 gauges available to the study.
Daily rainfall was obtained by summing the hourly rainfall over each calendar day. Hourly data were declustered by selecting the maximum hourly rainfall in each calendar day. This means the comparison between daily and hourly changes is based on the same sample sizes and they are both constrained on calendar days, making it a fair comparison.
K-largest.
Due to the large variety of climatic regions in Australia, defining which quantiles are of interest presents difficulties since some gauges have limited or no rainfall even at high daily and hourly quantiles (like 0.95). Using wet-day/wet-hour quantiles is also not advisable since changes in the frequency of wet days or hours may interfere with changes in their magnitude 33 . Therefore, we used a K-largest approach (for example, K1 is the largest value, K10 the tenth largest value, and so on) to assess changes in the magnitude and frequency of extreme daily and hourly rainfall.
Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the range of rainfall magnitudes associated with each K-largest, and their equivalence with quantiles.
Magnitude changes. Changes in magnitude were calculated according to the following steps, which are based on the methodology used by Fischer and Knutti
